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Hello is a salutation or greeting in the English language.It is first attested in writing from 1826.
Hello - Wikipedia
"Bluebeard" (French: Barbe bleue) is a French folktale, the most famous surviving version of which was
written by Charles Perrault and first published by Barbin in Paris in 1697 in Histoires ou contes du temps
passÃ©.
Bluebeard - Wikipedia
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Hamlet (frÃ¼hneuenglisch The Tragicall Historie of Hamlet, Prince of Denmarke) ist ein TheaterstÃ¼ck von
William Shakespeare.Es handelt sich um eine im KÃ¶nigreich DÃ¤nemark spielende TragÃ¶die. Claudius,
des KÃ¶nigs Bruder, ermordet den Herrscher, reiÃŸt die Krone an sich und heiratet Gertrude, die Witwe des
KÃ¶nigs.
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Photographs of Johannesburg courtesy of www.joburg.org.za - This page is dedictated to Emily, in the Bon
Jovi "have a nice day" tour programme, there is a note at the end that says "This is the story of my life and I
write it every day, and I hope you're by my side when I'm writing the last page"
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